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**Project Title:** Mega Broadband Public Computing

**Project Type:** Public Computer Center

_______________________ Executive Summary _____________________

Public Computing $7 million to expand computer center capacity for public use in libraries, community colleges and other public venues including street kiosks. This set of Applications intends to request both grants and loans sufficient to advance this project to shovel ready status. BTOP Mega Broadband by Rail, BIP Mega Broadband by Water, Public Computing, Sustainable Adoption WNIS is moving forward on the MTA Cellular/WIFI Bid build out of infrastructure necessary for the underground and above ground telecom components. WNIS is identifying the properties adjacent to all NYC subways and railroad stations that will be part of the telecom infrastructure and is resubmitting the NYSERDA application for funding of the Kinetic turbines, fuel cell, micro turbine and solar cell modifications to those selected properties. Part of these properties will constitute public interactive kiosks for access to high speed broadband.